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Abstract. A method of multi-nomenclature production in terms of technical and economic indicators was 
considered. An integrated design system that is able to assess the real relationship in the system "part-
machine-transport device-device-tool" was proposed, and arelationship between the elements of an 
automated machine tool system was examined. The structure of an automated machine tool system, 
proposed in the form of a mixed graph, represented by sets described by nonlinear equations, was 
considered. The definitions of the sets of elements for an automated machine tool system that characterize 
the properties of technological objects were formulated. The main objects of design in the technological 
project of an automated machine system of multi-nomenclature production were determined and a graphical 
interpretation of the automated machine tool system was presented. It was revealed that technological 
equipment, the main technological machines, cutting and auxiliary tools and vehicles adequately describe 
manufacturing  process for group of parts and are the main objects of designing  technological projects for 
an automated machine system of multi-product manufacturing. The relationships between the elements 
indicated in the graph allow us to formalize and to establish the relationship between the individual 
components of an automated machine system, indicating in this way the need to develop a formal 
methodology for synthesizing the structure of an automated machine system.

1. Introduction 
The current state of robotics, machine tools, informatics 
and other related industries, the features of multi-
nomenclature production and the level of automation of 
metalworking at industrial enterprises have made it 
possible to formulate and to realize the concept of an 
automated machine tool system of multi-nomenclature 
production (ACC MNP) [1, 2]. 

Recently, the structure of the design stages of a 
multi-nomenclature production, which is based on the 
principles of group organization, has been developed [3 
– 5]. The basic system-structural approaches to design 
were also developed. The relationship between the 
elements of the ACC such as the main technological 
equipment, auxiliary and cutting tools, vehicles and 
technological equipment at the level of the technological 
stratum were investigated; however, this investigation 
was not deep enough to fulfil all practical needs and, 
thus, need further refinement. 

The production efficiency depends, to a large extent 
on the rational choice of equipment. As for now, no 
efficient methods of separating, from a huge total set of 
equipment, a set of machine tools, which are most 
expedient in terms of technical and economic indicators 
for processing parts of a certain nomenclature, have been 
proposed for [6, 7]. 

It is clear that a thorough investigation of the 
relationship between the elements of the ACC is possible 
only when using an integrated design system capable of 

assessing the real relationships in the system "part - 
machine - transport device - device - tool" [8, 9]. 

2. The structure of the automated 
machine tool system 
The structure of the automated machine tool system can 
be represented as an arbitrary mixed graph: 

G = (Z,U,P),                             (1) 

where Z is a plurality of elements of an automated 
machine tool system; 

U - many relationships between the elements of the 
automatedmachine system, 

P- is a triple predicate, called an incident. 
The set {Z} of elements of the automated machine 

tool system defines a subset of units of vehicles, main 
process equipment, devices and warehouses for their 
maintenance, measuring and cutting tools, technological 
equipment, instrumentation system, control and 
measuring devices and functional support aids. 

Set {U}, which is determined by the set of 
information and material relationships that arise between 
elements of the automated machine tool system during 
its operation. 

The graph G corresponds to the conditions in which: 
the incident P is set in the ordered triples of elementsz, y, 
u, where y ∈  {Z}, а и∈{U}; 
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The properties of an arbitrary mixed graph are such 
that for any value and и∈{U} one of three expressions 
is true: 

)],,(),,()[,( yuzPyuzPZyz →∈∀ ,             (2) 

)](),,(),,()[,( yzzuyPyuzPZyz ≠∧∧∈∃ ,    (3) 

)],,()[( zuzPZz∈∃ ,                         (4) 

Depending on the fairness of the statement, the set 

{U} is divided in pairs into three disjoint subsets 





 

UUU ,~,
, 

which are respectively called arcs, links and loops. 
Thus, the graph describing the structure of the 

automated machine tool system G = (Z, U, P) between 
its two vertices contains links and arcs running in the 
same direction, and has several loops at one vertex, i.e. 

0,0~,0 ≠≠≠
→ 

UUU . 
As an example, figure 1 shows a graphical 

interpretation of an automated machine tool system, 
which includes: 

Z11  –warehouse of blanks, finished parts; 
Z12, ZI3 – stores; 
Z21, Z22 –  transport robots intended for delivery 
tools and parts for machines; 
metalworking machines: 
Z31, Z32 –two turning, Z33, Z34 –two milling; 
Z5 –the processing center; 
Z36 –grinder; 
Z41, Z42–  control and measuring equipment; 
Z51 –tool storage room; 
Z61 –units of an overload of details; 
Z71 –management systems.  

 

Fig. 1.Graphical interpretation of the structure of the machine 
tool system 

3. Mathematical model of the structure 
of an automated machine tool system 
For the automated machine system under investigation, 
we will build an incident P and a set of {Z}, {U}: 

 

 

Indicators that satisfy one of the properties for the 
graph with the incident P described by formulae (2), (3), 
(4) are true, and the indicators on all other triples of 
elements are false. In the mixed graph G = (Z, U, P), the 
existing set of edges U is divided into a subset of arcs: 

 

 

 

where = {U1, U8, U16, U23, U46} is a subset of loops; 
U = {U5,U12} is a subset of links. 

Subsets U


,U
~

,


U determine technological capabilities 
of warehouses and control system and characteristics of 
information and material flows of processing equipment 
in automated machine-tool system. 

From the formal model of the automated machine 
tool system represented by the arbitrary mixed graph G 
= (Z, U, P), we distinguish the functional medium, 
which is defined by the expression: 

G=(X,O,T,I,Dг,I’,Ei)i=1,5                    (5) 

where X = {a1, a2,..., ax, aX} - a set of the main 
technological equipment units; 

О = {pr1,pr2,...,prо,prO}  – a plurality of process 
tooling units (different accessories); 

Т = {b1,b2,...,bt,bT} – a plurality of vehicles for tools 
and parts; 

I ={in1,in2,..., ini,inI} – a plurality of auxiliary and 
cutting tools; 

Dg = { } }{Ггddd M ∈,,...,, 21  - Multiple Group 
Processing Technologies parts, as well as design and 
technological characteristics; 

I' = {iz1, iz2,...,izi', izI' } – a plurality of monitoring 
and measuring machines and tools; 

Е i ,i=1,5receives the following values: 
Е1 = { }11

2
1
1 1

,...,, Eeee  
– multiple items of warehouse 

equipment; 
Е2 = { }22

2
2
1 2

,...,, Eeee  
– a plurality of control system 

elements; 
Е3 ={ }33

2
3
1 3

,...,, Eeee  
– a many pieces of equipment for the 

movement of cutting fluids; 
Е4 ={ }44

2
4
1 4

,...,, Eeee  
– Multiple units of machinery and 

equipment of the industrial waste management system; 

Е5= { }55
2

5
1 5

,...,, Eeee  – multiple elements of 
information flows in the ACC. 

The identity of the service purpose, structural and 
technological elements, manufacturing material, 
technological process, machinery and equipment, tools 
and technological equipment used in production are 
characterized by the groups of parts Dg, }{Гг∈ , and 
therefore, the expression is valid for them: 
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where М' – is the number of parts in the group; 
pi –characteristics of machined surfaces 
{ }'Ni∈ ,constituting the group; 
Sdi–the structure of the set of parts dj represented by 

the mixed graph G(N,E), in which the surfaces 
correspond to vertices, and the relations and operations - 
to edges, characterize the mutual relationship of the 
surfaces described by the expression: 

}{),,( NiFRE
ii pp ∈=  

d0–General information about part group Dg, 
}{Гг∈ including design and process codes, workpiece 

types, material, and so on. 
In different groups Dg, the description parameters 

d0and piand the set can be changed, however, all these 
changes do not affect the conventional design 
methodology and are quantitative. 

According to definition 1 for formula (5), the 
expression: 

{X}^{0}^{Т}^{I}^{I'}^{E i}={Z}, ,5,1∈i         (7) 

The main process machines and equipment, 
technological equipment, cutting and auxiliary tools, 
vehicles, all of the above, ultimately provides the 
technological process of processing a group of parts and 
is the main design objects when creating the 
technological design of an automated machine system of 
multi-item production. 

Thus, in the process design of an automated machine 
tool system of multi-nomenclature production, the graph 
described by the expression: 

G = (X, О, T, I, D),                  (8) 

The relationships between the sets {X}, {O}, {T},{I}, 
{D}, i.e. between the elements of the model presented in 
formula (8) create analytical relationships and are 
available for mathematical interpretation, which makes it 
possible to move to formalized regulation when 
designing elements of an automated machine tool system 
of multi-nomenclature production and are the main 
subject of system research. 

Relationships between processing objects represented 
by processing means and set {D} cover sets {X}, {O}, 
{T}, {I} and form relationships arising between model 
elements (8). 

Relationships are based on some properties of 
process objects of the automated machine tool system, 
such as equivalence, compatibility, following and 
interaction. 

We formulate definitions characterizing the 
properties of technological objects. 

Equivalence is defined as the equality of 
technological capabilities or properties of technical 

objects of an automated machine tool system (definition 
3). 

This attitude is indicated by a sign≡ . 
Let us present this definition as an expression in the 

form of symbols: 

   ,)}()][{( qxqqxxqSxSqXxX
aaqxSaSaPSSaa =⇒≠∧=∋∃∃∀∀ (9) 

where {S} - is a set of properties. 
Process objects can be shared, provided they are 

defined by the same properties. 
This attitude is indicated by a sign↔ . 
Let us present this definition in the form of 

characters: 

    ∧=∧=∋∃∃∃∀∀∀ )][(])[{(
' jjoooopijSoSpSjIoOiN

SinSprSprSpPSSSinprp
jop

)],()()[(])}[][( jijooijjpi inpinprprpSinSp ↔∧↔∧↔⇒=∧
 

}{},{},'{ IjOoNi ∈∈∈                     (10) 

wherein Sp, So, Sj are a plurality of properties of 
machined surfaces, devices, tools, respectively. 

Any element of the automated machine tool system is 
associated with another compatibility ratio (10). 

If the structural, process and organizational-
functional properties of a process object are considered 
in a certain sequence, then these two objects in the 
production process follow each other. 

This attitude is indicated by a sign . 
Let's represent this relationship as symbols: 

⇒∧∧∧∋∃∃∃ )],,(),,(),,(),,([ qtxtxqqxtTqXxX
aUbPaUbPaUaPaUaPPbaa



)]()[( qxxt aaab  ∧⇒                          (11) 

Obviously (11), all elements of the automated 
machine tool system can be arranged according to the 
properties (2) to (4) and in the processing sequence. 

If process objects work together, have the same 
properties and implement any functions or actions, then 
they interact. 

The interaction relationship is indicated by the sign 
><. 

Let's represent this relationship with characters: 

∋∃∃∃∃∃∃∃∃∃∃∈∃∀ jSoSxStSpSdSjIoOxXtTiNkM
SSSSSSinprabpd

joxtp
k

d'  
( ) [ ] [ ]( ) [ ][ ] =∧=∧∋ xxttdkxt SaSbSdaUbPP ,,{[ 

 
[ ] [ ] [ ] ⇒=== }00 jjpi SinSprSp  

( ) ( )[ ] ,0 



 ><><><∧><∧><⇒ jinpripxakdtbxatb







∈ ',1 Ni

  (12) 
When several elements of the automated machine 

tool system are connected to each other by an interaction 
relationship in pairs, it is possible that elements not 
included in each pair may interact with each other, i.e. 

( ) ( ) ( )[ ] ( )( ).000 praprbprppaabP xtiixxt ><><⇒><∧><∧>< (13) 

Therefore, if the expression (12) is true, then it can 
be confidently considered that any of the elements of the 
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ACC can be related by the relation of interaction with 
any other element thereof. 

Figure 2 shows a graph constructed in accordance 
with the definitions of the relationships between the sets 
of the process environment of the automated machine 
system. 

 

Fig. 2.Graph of relationships of process medium sets of 
automated system. 

On the graph, the relationships between elements of 
the same or different sets are highlighted. 

4. Conclusion 
The relationships between the elements indicated on the 
graph allow formalizing and establishing the relationship 
between individual components of the automated 
machine tool system, indicating the need to develop a 
formal methodology for synthesizing the structure of the 
automated machine tool system. 

The main machines and equipment, cutting and 
auxiliary tools, vehicles and other relevant components 
fully describe and provide the functionality of the 
technological process of manufacturing a group of parts 
and are the main design objects when developing a 
technological design of an automated machine system of 
a multi-nomenclature production.  
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